in Central Bedfordshire

Making Technology
Musical:
Embedding iPads in the SEN/D Classroom

Evaluation Report

“There are many ideas that I will take and use myself and adapt for my pupils. It was a
wonderful opportunity to be part of their learning experiences, not only the musical content
but the focus on the whole child as part of an ensemble. It was truly inspirational to be
able to learn with this group and re-affirmed my belief that music should be accessible for
everyone.” - SMEP Lower School Lead Teacher, Inspiring Music

“‘A number of students have said they will download the apps on their phones – to be
wanting to make music at home, as a music teacher, I can’t ask for any more!” - Music Teacher,
Weatherfield Academy
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This report is accompanied by a short film containing session
footage and interviews with staff and pupils

Summary
This project engaged with the highly
diverse needs, strengths and musical
tastes found in SEN/D schools.
It introduced a variety of iPad apps that
offer pupils powerful new methods
of playing, visualising, organising and
manipulating music.
Transformance Music worked with
Inspiring Music Education Hub (IMEH)
partners, school based music specialists,
as well as non-specialist teachers and
teaching assistants (TAs), to develop a
‘toolbox’ of lesson plans and short activities for classes and individuals.
The primary aim was for staff across the Hub to be able to use iPads with
confidence and creativity, moving beyond ‘play’ to deliver clear progression and
outstanding musical outcomes.
The project involved pupils from a wide range of SEN/D profiles (PMLD, Autism,
MLD, SLD).
This report collates feedback from staff and pupils and prepares the way for
further CPD planned for early 2018.
The Inspiring Music Education Hub funded this project through Arts Council
England grant
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Project Need
“It is…vital to ensure that music education takes particular account of children with special
needs, who have disabilities or who are vulnerable in other ways. Such children may find it
harder to access music education but they have as much as other children to gain from it.”
Lord Adonis (speech given as Schools Minister to the Federation of Music Services, 2008)
“The most appropriate use of technology is when music educators are clear about why they
are using technology to teach musical skills, knowledge and understanding, and consequently
which devices are most appropriate to use.”
The National Plan for Music DfE 2011
The power of contemporary music technology to reach and engage our SEN/D pupils
has long been appreciated, but for schools but it is increasingly difficult to deliver a
sustainable and relevant experience for pupils. Often pupils are given the opportunity to
play on music apps but the teaching and outcomes are not as musical as they could have
been. For music technology provision in SEN/D settings to be successful, teachers require
CPD and teaching resources. In addition, the lack of specialist music teachers is often a
barrier to music making. A major survey of special schools in England, concluded that
‘over half the music co-odinators have no significant background or qualification in music
or music education. Most pupils received music tuition from their own class teacher, who
tended to classify themselves as ‘non-specialists’ in music.
IMEH is committed to address the barriers and give staff the confidence, tools and
support to deliver successful outcomes in music.
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The project is a partnership between Central Bedfordshire,
Inspiring Music Education Hub and Transformance Music.
Inspiring Music Education Hub provides opportunities that reach beyond school
boundaries and draw-in the expertise of a range of educators and arts partners.
IMEH works in partnership to:
• Respond to the needs of children, young people and schools
• Generate new ideas, through innovative, enterprising and inspiring approaches
• Provide, commission and ensure high quality musical learning and experiences
for all children andyoung people
• Encourage maximum participation
Our aspiration is to create a system that encourages everyone, whatever their
background, to enjoy music and help those with real talent to flourish.
Transformance Music specialises in the use of iPads to provide access to
composition, improvisation and performance for all pupils, regardless of ability
or need. We embed our practices through in-session staff training and resource
development.

Planning
Planning was a collaborative process, involving workshop leaders, class teachers,
school senior leadership, and Hub staff. It responded to the needs of each
individual school, with an emphasis on developing a timetable and sets of groups
that fitted both the needs of the pupils and the training requirements of staff.
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Outputs
Each school
• One planning meeting with teaching staff and SLT involved in the project. - As
intended
• Two classes receive 5 x 1 hour classroom sessions with a single group of ideally 6, or
up to 10, participants . These sessions will focus on composition and improvisation.
- As intended. We ran 130 sessions across four schools, with 167 pupils and 65
teachers and teaching assistants (TAs) attending five sessions each.
• 3 x 30 minute ‘Explore’ sessions with two/three students at a time. These will run on
the same days as the whole class sessions and be observed/co-led with teacher/TA.
They will demonstrate how to deploy technologies flexibly in a range of contexts. See above.
Hub
• One CPD day for SEN teachers across the hub, developing teachers’ ability to use
a ‘toolbox’ of technologies. This will take place in January 2018, though we have
provided one twilight INSET training Ivel Valley school, attended by 20 teachers
• A concise set of lesson plans for specialist teachers, and set of iPad music activities
for non-specialist teachers and support staff. - As intended. Each school was
provided with two sets of lesson plans – one for pupils with PMLD, and one for all
other cohorts. These covered both iPad and android tablet technology. The iPad
lesson plans can be viewed by clicking here.
• A short series of videos that demonstrate the use of technology in response to
a variety of needs and strengths. These will be used as part of the CPD day and
published online. - As intended. A series of six videos are now available on the
Inspiring Music website, freely accessible by all. They can be viewed by clicking here.
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Evaluation
“I observed part of one session
today and had my School
Improvement Partner with me.
We were both inspired by the
work we saw. Both Ben and Peter
were engaging the pupils to high
levels of participation and the
vibrant atmosphere was evident
to us all.” - Headteacher

“The children were engaged and intrigued, and the session allowed
the students to express themselves creatively and socially. Most
importantly, they were happy!”

”

Project Aims:
1. To give SEN pupils the opportunity to make top-quality
music through the use of music tech, including through
composition and improvisation.
2. To provide a sustainable CPD opportunity for school and
hub members of staff on teaching iPads with SEN/D pupils
3. To create written and video resources that allow the
project to be delivered into further SEN/D settings over the
following terms
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Aim 1. To give SEN pupils the opportunity to make top-quality music through the use of
music tech, including through composition and improvisation.
167 pupils participated in five sessions each, in groups of between one and ten. Every
session responded to the strengths
and interests of participants,
“Motivated the students who
and included elements of digital
normally wouldn’t participate.”
and acoustic music-making, and
composition and/or improvisation.
100% of staff stated that pupils engaged ‘mostly’ or ‘completely’ in sessions with
several noting the positive difference in behaviour and engagement levels in
comparison with the average:

“My children absolutely
loved every minute of it.
Their improvisational
skills were fantastic”

“Some pupils who rarely engaged were fully
engaged during the music sessions.”
“One pupil was very engaged for whole lesson
every week, not normally seen in music –
normally a negative behaviour”
“A pupil who struggles with distractions was
engaged every week”

In addition, staff noted that pupils ‘communicated more frequently and were proud
of their work’, ‘J really engaged with the sessions and joining in the goodbye song – he
continued singing it during maths”. Another pupil was ‘encouraged to use more of
his musical abilities. Enjoyed music and all activities giving him some independence,
helped his self-esteem’. Many noted the adaptability of the iPad: ‘The app we looked
at, Thumbjam, was really good and is perfect
“..accessible to even
for our PMLD students of varying physical
those with low motion
abilities, accessible even to those with low
motion, and lots of adaptability.’
and lots of adaptability.”
As a tool for developing speech and language, staff nothing that ‘one pupil sang more
clearly than he speaks’, another was ‘much more vocal and confident. Has English as
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an additional language, but started to progress with English’.
Based on pre and post project questionnaires, staff impression of pupils’ confidence
and self-esteem in music lessons rose by 7% and their ability to be creative in music
lessons rose by 10.4%. 100% of staff ‘agreed’ or ‘strongly agreed’ that the project
had improved pupils’ musical ability.
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Aim 2: To provide a sustainable CPD opportunity for school and hub members of
staff on teaching iPads with SEN/D pupils
There are three distinct categories within this aim – specialist music teachers, nonspecialist classroom teachers and teaching assistants (TAs) and hub staff.

Classroom teachers and teaching assistants (
65 teachers and TAs participated in five sessions each. Based on pre and post
project questionnaires, staff reported that
• their ability to teach and/or support music lessons in general had risen on
average by 10.3%,
• their ability to use iPads/tablets as a
general teaching tool had risen on average
by 15.2%, and
• their ability use the iPads/tablets as a tool
to teach music had risen on average by
24.6%

“An eye-opener,
particularly in making
music more fun and
enjoyable”

Specialist Music teachers
Each of the four schools has a specialist music teacher who was present in at least
one, and often several, sessions each week. In addition to the tools provided to all
teachers, they received an additional set of lesson plans and more intensive insession training. Pre-project questionnaires stated their hopes for the project:
‘greater confidence in being able to use music technology to support and teach
music.
‘Being able to use music technology alongside real instruments to increase
accessibility for mixed ability classes and to scaffold’
‘pupils understanding of technology and sound as an instruments’
‘pupils share, turn take using iPads for educational purposes rather than just a
leisure/reward choice’
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We are pleased to report that all teachers gave the maximum ‘five out of five’ when
asked to what extent the project increased their skills and confidence to use iPads,
pass on skills to other members of staff, and the
“I had no idea there were
usefulness of the written resources. Teachers
will also take part in a half day CPD to embed
so many fantastic apps
the skills learnt on the project.

that were relevant to all
students!”

Regarding the sustainability of the project,
Chiltern school stated they would ‘be arranging

staff meetings for all staff’.
Weatherfield ‘feel confident to
pass on info about what we have
covered’.
An additional 20 staff took part
in a twilight CPD session at Ivel
Valley school. Feedback to the
school included ‘that was the
best teachers’ meeting ever’. The
deputy head at Ivel Valley, Gill
Needham, states that ‘our music
teacher... should now be able to
expand the initial project across
the school’. She sees the project ‘as being part of the timetable for some pupils and a
leisure activity for those who can adapt more easily’.

“The lesson plans are
extremely useful. They will act
as a reminder for me and they
will enable me to pass on info
more easily to other teachers”

Hub Staff
Five members of Hub staff made a total
of eight participatory visits to the project,
including a member of the ‘Soundsmiths’
team that run a switch-based technology
project for the hub. Comments included:

…the work that you are doing is allowing every single child to be a musician and
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develop their own creativity. I am still in awe over Ollie this morning, what a
superstar!
3. To create written and video resources that allow the project to be delivered into
further SEN/D settings over the following terms
Each class received a set of lesson plans for use by the non-specialist. In addition, a
set of video guides give a visual reminder of the functionality of the apps. They can be
viewed here.

Recommendations for future projects
Aside from a common request for repeating or lengthening of the project,
suggestions for improvement included ‘repeat what we have had with maybe
a little longer in school getting to know the children and their abilities’, ‘longer
sessions, more 1-1 sessions’ and ‘more accessible for visually impaired students.’
We will consider how we can incorporate these suggestions into future projects.

Conclusion
The project has fulfilled the stated aims and drawn consistently positive feedback
from staff and students. This report prepares the way for further CPD planned for
early 2018.
Inspiring Music Education HUB have been proud to provide this most stimulating and
innovative project.

Compiled by Ben Sellers (Transformance Music) & Diane Love (Inspiring Music)
For more information please email ben@transformancemusic.org

